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The steering wheel is one of the most important parts of a vehicle. It is one of the first things and
foremost thing that caches ones eye while getting into the car, so a steering wheel cover must be
chosen with utmost care.

Leather Steering Wheel Cover:

There are many steering wheel covers available amongst which the leather ones are the most
popular. They have a fine and luxurious feel about them. They are individually handcrafted from the
choicest domestic and tanned especially for this purpose. These are the best option to upgrade and
customize any plastic leather steering wheel cover or replace a worn out or damaged original
factory wheel cover. There are three options available:

â€¢	These are available in solid colors like black, cobalt blue, sea blue, green, oak, tan, brown,
charcoal, grey and many other colors. These are made in standard sizes and can be customized
according to the size of the steering as well.

â€¢	Two colored options are also available. There is an array of colors available from which any two
colors can be chosen to make the steering wheel cover look unique.

â€¢	The third one is the perforated option where the perforated leather gives a nice textured look to the
interiors of the car. Perforations can be done on both single colored and double colored ones.

How to put a steering wheel cover:

Older steering wheel covers can become sticky and faded after years of use and have to be
replaced. To get a new one first the diameter of the steering wheel has to be measured with a tape
measure. Steering wheel covers have to be purchased according to the diameter size. To put it on,
first it has to be placed on the steering wheel. Then pry the backside of the cover over the steering
wheel. Work your way around the steering wheel in a clockwise direction till the cover is fixed. Often
a flathead screwdriver  is being used for this purpose.
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For more information on a leather steering wheel cover, check out the info available online; these
will help you learn to find the a leather steering wheel covers!
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